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Preface

Mission, Policies, Handbooks and Regulations

The Mission of Bishkek International School is to enable our students to:

● Develop their intellectual curiosity and achieve their academic, sporting and creative potential; 

● Be confident in their abilities and respectful of others; 

● Learn about local and global issues and prepare to tackle common challenges. 

In a school which: 

● Delivers and celebrates excellent teaching for internationally accredited education; 

● Values and demonstrates diversity and inclusivity;

● Promotes the well-being of the whole school community;

● Contributes positively to the development of the Kyrgyz Republic.  

This policy is one of several policies, procedures and related documents that guide operations at Bishkek

International School (BIS) and help to facilitate the achievement of our mission. The full list of relevant

documents, prepared by the Management Board and approved by the Governing Board, comprises:

Policies:

1. Vision, Mission and Development Policy

2. Admissions Policy

3. Learning Diversity and Inclusion Policy

4. Counseling Policy

5. Language Policy

6. Academic Honesty Policy

7. Assessment Policy

8. Health & Safety Policy

9. Child Protection Policy

10. Educational Visits Policy

11. Ethics Policy

12. Environmental Policy

13. Accounting Policy

Handbooks:

1. Staff & Service Contractors Handbook

2. Parents & Guardian Handbook

3. Student Handbook

All Governing Board members and all staff & service contractors must be aware of each of these documents

and their contents. All policy documents and handbooks are available to students and parents/guardians

via the BIS website or provided in PDF form to parents/guardians on request. All policy documents and

handbooks are reviewed and revised by the Management Board every year, normally in April/May for

approval by the Governing Board for the following academic year. All students, parents and staff & service

contractors are invited to send comments and suggest any changes to the Management Board at any time

before the end of April each year for consideration for policies/handbooks for the next academic year.

Overall Governance of BIS is guided by the legal charter and various internal regulations. These are:

1. Legal Charter of ‘Bishkek International School’

2. Regulations of the Governing Board

3. Regulations of the Parents Association

4. Regulations of the Advisory Council



International Baccalaureate

BIS is an International Baccalaureate World School, offering the International Baccalaureate Diploma

Programme (DP), the Middle Years Programme (MYP), and the Primary Years Programme (PYP). IB World

Schools share a common philosophy and commitment to high quality, challenging, international education

that BIS believes is important for our students. For further information about International Baccalaureate,

see www.ibo.org

International Baccalaureate Mission Statement

“The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who

help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. To this

end the organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop

challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment. These programmes encourage

students across the world to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other

people, with their differences, can also be right”

International Baccalaureate Learner Profile

The aim of all IB programmes is to develop internationally minded people who, recognizing their common

humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help to create a better and more peaceful world.

The IB learner profile represents 10 attributes valued by IB World Schools. We believe these attributes, and

others like them, can help individuals and groups become responsible members of local, national and global

communities.

1. Inquirers: Develop a natural curiosity that allows them to become lifelong learners.

2. Knowledgeable: They explore ideas of importance and dig deep into its meaning creating a balance of
their learning.

3. Thinkers: They apply thinking skills that allow them to tackle complex problems in creative ways.

4. Communicators: They understand and can articulate information in confident, creative ways, including a
second language.

5. Principled: Students are honest, fair, just and full of integrity. They strive to solve their own problems
and to take responsibility for their own actions.

6. Open-minded: Students understand and embrace other cultures. They recognize and celebrate their
own backgrounds and learn tolerance for others.

7. Caring: Students actively care about others and participate in active service.

8. Risk-Takers: Students are brave in the face of new challenges. They strive to take on new roles and to
defend their own beliefs.

9. Balanced: Students understand the need to be emotionally, physically and mentally balanced. They
strive for this in themselves and others.

10. Reflective: Students reflect on their own learning. They are able to adjust for weaknesses and strengths.

http://www.ibo.org/
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1 INTRODUCTION

This handbook gives important information for Parents & Guardians of BIS students.

Sections highlighted in green are repeated in the Student Handbook and the Staff & service contractors

Handbook.

Sections highlighted in pink are repeated only in the Staff & service contractors Handbook.

2 ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR PARENTS

Essential information for the first week of school is given in Annex 1. This section covers more general

information.

2.1 Equipment and clothing requirements

Equipment

The basic requirements when a student starts school are:

● Backpack/bag to carry books and belongings to/from school
● Hat/cap for outside in hot weather OR warm coat and hat for cold weather
● A bottle for drinking water
● For Preschool and Primary school, indoor shoes for inside school if you have dirty shoes/boots from

outside and need to change when you come inside
● For High School, bring a laptop to use at school

No stationary is required, as BIS provides the first basic set of stationery for each student. Replacements

may need to be purchased by parents later.

School Clothes

BIS does not have a school uniform; however, we have a code of dress given in Section 6.3 of this handbook.

In addition to the dress code, parents should make sure their children are sensibly dressed for an active life

as our students are very active during play breaks.

Physical Education Clothes

When students have PE in the timetable, they need to wear trainers and a T shirt and shorts or a tracksuit,

so make sure they have PE clothes on PE days.

Art Clothes

All preschool, primary and middle school students have Art as part of the curriculum and it can be messy. To

keep normal clothes clean, parents are advised to provide an extra-large shirt (or something similar) for

their child to wear over their normal school clothes.

Lost Property

Every school has difficulties with lost property. To make identification easier, it is best to permanently mark

your child’s property with their name. Lost property is kept centrally and will be ‘recycled’ to a worthy cause

at every term break if it is not reclaimed before the break.

Valuables

The school takes no responsibility for any phones, toys or other possessions brought into school by students

and any loss or damage is the responsibility of the student concerned.
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2.2 The First Day of School

The first day of school can be a daunting time for young children, particularly if they are in a strange

country. Some children settle very quickly and enjoy the social interaction from the beginning but some

children may become distressed.

For young children it is best to go to school with your child on the first day to meet the teacher and hand

over your child.

2.3 Arrival time at school

Arrival time at school is from 07:30 to 07:45 for Middle and High School, 07:45 to 08:00 for Primary, and

07:45 to 08:15 for Preschool. Teachers are available in class rooms at 07:45. Students should not arrive

before 07:30 and all students must be in class before 08:00 at the latest in Primary, Middle and High School.

High School students should go directly to their form class when they arrive at school. Primary and Middle

school students who arrive before 07:45 should stay in the café until 07:45 before going to their own

classroom at 07:45.

2.4 Pick-up time from school

Students may be collected from school either at 15:30 at the end of the school lessons and break or from

16:30-17:30 after Extra-Curricular Activities. School buses leave at both 15:20 for those not taking ECAs and

at 16:40 for those taking ECAs. All students must be collected before 17:30. After 17:30, gates are locked

and only the night security guard is at school.

2.5 School Bus

A school bus service is offered with pick-up from 07:00 to arrive at school at 07:45. Buses leave school at

both 15:20 for those not taking ECAs and at 16:40 for those taking ECAs, with drop off according to

schedule. Each bus has a bus supervisor from BIS staff in addition to the bus driver. Parents wishing to sign

up for the bus service should contact info@bis.kg or phone the main office: 0312 21 44 06. School bus rules

are given in Annex 8.

2.6 Homework

Students in Grades 0-5 receive homework at the homeroom teacher’s discretion. Homeroom teachers will

share their approaches to homework and expectations at the beginning of the school year. This may vary

from class to class. Students are encouraged to read or be read to at home for 30 minutes daily. Any other

additional work assigned by the homeroom teacher should not require more than 30 minutes to complete.

If the workload assigned seems too heavy or too challenging, parents should communicate concerns with

the homeroom teacher so that they may adjust and support accordingly. For examples of what homework

may look like, please refer to the Homework section of the Primary School Handbook.

Students in Middle School receive homework every day from subject teachers. All assignments are recorded

in ManageBac, allowing parents to check online for assignments and deadlines, if they do not receive this

information directly from their child.

Students in High School have homework every day and are expected to be responsible to complete their

homework without parental involvement. All assignments are recorded in ManageBac, allowing parents to

check online for assignments and deadlines, if they do not receive this information directly from their child.

High School students may receive an average of two hours of regular homework on a daily basis, separate

from revision or large assessment tasks.
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2.7 Questions about your child’s education or about BIS

If you have any questions, the first person to ask is your child’s Homeroom/Form Teacher or Co-Teacher.

They will arrange for you to see a specialist teacher or someone in BIS management if they cannot deal with

your questions themselves. Homeroom Teachers, Form Teachers and Co-Teachers can be reached by email.

A list of emails will be given to you when your child starts school and will be updated every year.

Alternatively, you can call BIS Reception 0312 214406 to arrange an appointment with the Homeroom/Form

Teacher.

If you have more general questions about the class or the school that you think affects other children and

parents, you can raise the issue with the parent Class Representative appointed by the Parents Association

Management Committee (PAMC). A list of members of the PAMC and Class Representatives will be given to

you when your child starts school and will be updated every year. If you do not have the list, you can email

pamc@bis.kg for information.

Key contacts for the 2023/24 academic year:

Academic concerns

● Preschool (all preschool): Carmen Prinsloo, Head of Preschool - cprinsloo@bis.kg
● Primary School (Grades 0-5): Maria Corbett, PYP Coordinator - mcorbett@bis.kg
● Middle School (Grades 6-8): Nadine Lemoine, MYP Coordinator - nlemoine@bis.kg
● IGCSE (Grade 9-10): Tom Clifton, IGCSE Coordinator - tclifton@bis.kg
● DP (Grades 11-12): Makiko Inaba, DP Coordinator - minaba@bis.kg
● National Curriculum: Chynara Abdyraeva, cabdyraeva@bis.kg

General inquiries and resolutions

● Primary school (Preschool to Grade 5): David Grant, Primary School Principal - dgrant@bis.kg OR

Elina Ignatova, Assistant Primary School Principal, eignatova@bis.kg

● Middle School (Grade 6-8): Laura Kircough, Middle School Principal - lkircough@bis.kg

● High School (Grade 9-10): Jacques Prinsloo, High School Principal - jprinsloo@bis.kg

2.8 Appointments to see BIS staff

Appointments should be made in advance, either by emailing the person you want to see to arrange the

meeting, or by contacting the Reception and making an appointment to see a particular person at an agreed

time. If you are at the school and speak to Reception, it may be possible to arrange an immediate

appointment but often this is not possible due to other commitments at the time.

2.9 Lunch and snacks

BIS provides morning snack, lunch and afternoon snack for all students. Parents may opt out of lunch for a

full term if they want to provide lunch themselves. Please note that nuts, fizzy drinks, sweets (candy) and

packets of crisps (chips) are not allowed in school. Food is not allowed to be eaten anywhere in the school

except in the café or outside, (or elsewhere if by special arrangement only).

BIS is a completely nut-free school. No student, parent, or staff & service contractors’ member should bring

any nuts (including peanuts) into school. To protect student safety and to avoid allergic reactions, no food of

any kind may be brought into BIS by students, parents, and non-kitchen staff, if it is intended to be shared

among students, including for birthday parties.

For birthday parties, a cake can be ordered from the school kitchen for 1500 Som, if ordered 3 days in

advance. Alternatively, pizza can be ordered from the approved pizza supplier, with the order made only by
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the school Reception. Any event with ordered food must be approved in advance with the Homeroom/Form

Teacher or Co-Teacher. Students are not allowed to order food to be delivered to school under any

circumstances.

The rule about not bringing in food to share only applies during school days until 17:30. For any evening or

weekend event, food may be brought into school for sharing, if approved in advance by the Deputy Head of

School - Administration.

2.10 Student attendance

Full attendance is important for academic achievement and social interaction. If you are ill, your parents

should inform the school before 09:00 am on the first day of absence. If you know in advance that you will

be absent (e.g. unavoidable family travel) inform your Form teacher as early as possible.

Students are expected to have minimum 80% attendance in any term period and 90% in an academic year.

If this minimum target is not met and there is not a good medical reason for absence, the student’s place in

the school may be revoked.

To ensure a healthy and safe environment for students, any student returning to school after illness must

provide a written note from their doctor or parent to explain the reason for absence. The Form teacher will

give the note to the school doctor, who will keep them in student files and update school records.

2.11 Using learning resources

BIS provides textbooks for students at different levels and has an extensive library for students to use and to

borrow books from. Students should take good care of all books and other resources which are provided by

the school so that other students can use them later. To encourage student responsibility, BIS has a textbook

deposit scheme as described in Annex 7.

2.12 Gifts to Staff & service contractors

BIS staff & service contractors do not expect any gifts at any time of year and you do not have to give any

gifts.

If you do want to give a gift at any time, please be aware that the BIS Ethics Policy does not allow staff &

service contractors to accept any cash (or cash equivalent) gifts and any non-cash gift must cost less than

1,000 Som (one thousand Som).

If any staff or service contractors’ member receives a gift which has a value over 1,000 Som, staff or service

contractors must report the gift to the BIS Management Board and the staff member may not be allowed to

keep the gift. The Management Board will normally allow gifts to be kept by the staff member if it has been

given jointly by a large group of parents, but not if given by an individual or small group of parents or by a

private company etc.

2.13 Other issues

You do not have to read the rest of this handbook but it will give a broader understanding of what happens

at school if you do read it.

One section that is worth reading is Section 6: Code of Conduct, so that you can assist your child in keeping

to the guidelines.

If you want more information than is given here, BIS has various policy documents listed in the Preface to

this document.
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3 HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL

Bishkek International School was founded by a group of international and local parents as a non-profit

community school and legally registered as a non-profit foundation in the Kyrgyz Republic on December 1,

2010. The first school Advisory Council meeting was held with the President of the Kyrgyz Republic, Roza

Otunbayeva, on May 16, 2011 in the Ministry of Education. The school opened for students in September

2011, in a building which was built as a school but unused for this purpose for many years before being

purchased by the school foundation in July 2011. Student numbers increased from 20 students in 2011 to

over 370 students in 2022. The school was initially called the 'European School in Central Asia' (ESCA) and

changed to 'Bishkek International School' (BIS) in 2016 to coincide with accreditation as an IB World School.

4 VISION, MISSION & COMMITMENTS

The vision, mission and commitments are based on the Charter and concept documents when founding the

school, and a collaborative process involving students, staff, parents and Founders in 2014, before approval

by the Governing Board in June 2014, with further review and amendments in 2018 and 2022.

4.1 Vision

To be a model of excellence in Central Asia providing inspirational education in a happy environment to

globally minded students who are the leaders of the future.

4.2 Mission

Our Mission is to enable our students to:

● Develop their intellectual curiosity and achieve their academic, sporting and creative potential;

● Be confident in their abilities and respectful of others;

● Learn about local and global issues and prepare to tackle common challenges.

In a school which:

● Delivers and celebrates excellent teaching for internationally accredited education;

● Values and demonstrates diversity and inclusivity;

● Promotes the well-being of the whole school community;

● Contributes positively to the development of the Kyrgyz Republic.

4.3 Commitment

BIS is a non-profit foundation, founded by the community as a liberal secular and multi-cultural school with

transparent governance and operations, providing education in a supportive, family orientated and safe

environment. BIS welcomes any individual regardless of their gender, ethnicity, language, political and

religious beliefs and everyone is encouraged to take part in all school activities1.

In accordance with the BIS Charter, in addition to providing excellent education, our mission includes raising

awareness of human rights, development of social responsibility, social justice and democratic participation,

awareness and tolerance of cultural difference, humanity, development of team spirit, creativity,

environmental protection and sustainable development.

1 Any member of the school community may request special access and use of school facilities and BIS will
accommodate these requests where they are reasonable and practical and do not interfere with other operations of
the school. BIS does not guarantee that requests may be accommodated or that provision is permanent since the
educational activities of BIS take priority at all times.
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We are a community school, inspiring students who reflect the power of community to achieve

extraordinary transformative change for a better world. Our aim is that BIS becomes the most exceptional

school in Central Asia demonstrating the benefits of our approach to education, inspiring much wider

changes in education in the region.

4.4 Internationalism

Internationalism promotes an environment in which diversity, multilingualism, cultural awareness,

communication, and a global perspective for learning are celebrated; enabling students to listen,

collaborate, embrace good ideas, solve problems together, and achieve positive change on a local and

global level.

4.5 Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)

BIS fully endorses the International Baccalaureate DEI statement and is committed to live by these values

throughout the school.

At BIS, our comprehensive approach to diversity, equity and inclusion, includes:

● Non selective student entry for fee paying students; except for a maximum 50% limit for students of
any one citizenship, to ensure cultural diversity;

● School fees maintained at a low level to allow wider access;

● Scholarships in High School for social diversity;

● Learning Diversity, Inclusion, & Counseling provision, and ELA provision, to accommodate a wide
range of students;

● Equity & inclusion for different gender, sexual orientation, social class, race, religion, citizenship, etc.

● Staff recruitment for ability, suitability, and professionalism, not native English or citizenship.

In applying this comprehensive approach, BIS is careful not to apply current trends in:

● seeing racism as only a white v black issue, since racism is much more complex than this in an
international setting in Central Asia;

● using equity & inclusion for diverse sexual orientation and gender identities as a means to promote
certain lifestyles, in the same way that we do not allow promotion of any religious or political views
in BIS.

BIS strives to be diverse, equitable and inclusive, but also strives to avoid cultural imperialism. Everyone in

the BIS community should have a ‘sense of belonging’.

5 GOVERNANCE & MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

BIS is a non-profit foundation, established for the benefit of the community.

Governing Board

The school is governed by a Governing Board of nine members which sets strategy and policy and ensures

funding and sustainability as a non-profit Foundation. Three members of the Governing Board are elected

by the Parents Association, three members are elected by the school Advisory Council, and three members

are elected by BIS staff & service contractors. Governing Board members are normally elected for a

three-year period and may be re-elected for a maximum consecutive period of nine years. The Chair of the

Governing Board is elected by the Board members for a two-year period and may not be normally

re-elected for consecutive terms. The Charter of the school and the Regulations of the Governing Board are

available to download from the school website.
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BIS recognises the importance of a strong professional Governing Board to oversee the development of the

school and the provision of excellent international education. Therefore, the executive body of the school

(the Management Board) has a responsibility to facilitate and support both the Governing Board and the

bodies electing members of the Governing Board, in particular the Parents Association, and the Advisory

Council.

Founders

The Founders have delegated most of their powers to the Governing Board but retain the right to approve

any changes to the school Charter, to receive information on the school, including financial information, and

the right to dismiss the Governing Board and require new election of the Governing Board if the Governing

Board is found to be working in contradiction to the Charter or the overall Vision and Mission of the

Foundation.

Parents Association

The Parents Association plays a substantive role in the community life of the school. All parents and/or

guardians of students are included in the Parents Association as part of their agreement when enrolling

their child in the school. The Parents Association represents the interests of parents by inter-alia:

(i) Electing three members of the Governing Board;

(ii) Meeting with the Management Board to discuss school issues and to nominate representatives for
school working groups;

(iii) Appointing Class Representatives to help parents communicate with each other and the school;

(iv) Organising social events with the school and providing volunteers to help with school activities.

The Parents Association elects a Parents Association Management Committee (PAMC) to organise its affairs.

Regulations of the Parents Association are available to download from the school website.

The Parents Association has grown into a very effective supporting body for the school, operating in a

professional way with strong leadership from the PAMC. BIS is committed to maintain this positive parental

involvement in the school as a vibrant community school.

Advisory Council

BIS Advisory Council represents permanent institutions in the Kyrgyz Republic with an interest in

development of the school. The Council helps to set and maintain the ethos and direction of the school and

has the right to elect three members of the Governing Board. It meets around three times a year to discuss

development of BIS, education issues in the Kyrgyz Republic and to elect members of the Governing Board.

Regulations of the Advisory Council are available to download from the school website.

BIS is committed to working with the Advisory Council for effective engagement with the vision, mission and

activities of BIS and educational outreach for positive impact on the education sector in Central Asia.

Management Board

BIS has a collegiate management structure, as defined in the Charter, with up to five members of an

executive Management Board, appointed by the Governing Board, including the Chair of Management

Board who is authorised to sign documents on behalf of BIS.

BIS is committed to maintain a collegiate management structure and effective teamwork amongst staff &

service contractors.

Staff Resources

BIS opened in September 2011 with seven staff, increasing to 160 staff (including non-teaching staff) in

2023. For the 2023/24 academic year we have 95 teaching staff and teaching assistants, including six who

work part-time.
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6 CODE OF CONDUCT

Our overall behaviour culture is as defined in the ‘Taigan Culture’ poster in Annex 2. Specific guidelines for

different areas of the school for Primary Students are given in Annex 3.

The overall rule for BIS is that both staff and students must behave in a responsible, thoughtful and

considerate manner towards each other and all members of the BIS community.

6.1 Rules for Students

Students Must:

1. Follow all behaviour guidelines and follow instructions from staff;

2. Behave politely and respectfully during mealtimes;

3. Only eat food in the dining room or café, or outside for handheld food such as an apple or snack, not
elsewhere in the school;

4. Have permission from duty staff before leaving the primary dining room;

5. Have permission from teachers before they leave a class for any reason;

6. Walk (not run) in corridors and stairs;

7. Be responsible for not getting sunburnt or dehydrated in hot weather (e.g. wear a hat, use suntan
cream, have a water bottle) and not getting frozen or wet in bad weather (e.g. warm & waterproof
clothing). This rule does not apply in Preschool, where the teachers are responsible;

8. Not bring in dirt from outside on their shoes, so either wear indoor shoes inside (not outdoor shoes
or just socks) or make sure that their outdoor shoes are very clean before going inside;

9. Completely clear their locker of any personal possessions (except neatly stacked textbooks) before
every term break so that lockers can be cleaned out;

10. Greet any visitors they meet in the school.

Students Must Not:

1. Bully anyone in any way, online or otherwise;

2. Use abusive, cursing or derogatory language at school, on school trips or online. Respectful
exchanges among all staff and students are valued highly;

3. Spit at school or on school trips. Spitting is unpleasant and spreads illness to others;

4. Have chewing gum, crisps, sweets, fizzy drinks, or other unhealthy food/drink at school;

5. Have (possess or use) tobacco products or vaping instruments or drugs or alcohol at school or on

school trips;

6. Pick leaves or flowers or damage trees. The environment is important for everyone’s wellbeing and
enjoyment;

7. Play games for money or other valuable prizes, or sell anything to other students without permission
from the Head of Administration ;

8. Play with balls, paper planes or other projectiles inside the school without permission;

9. Use mobile devices for any purpose before 17:30 except as defined in the mobile device rules;

10. Wear hats, caps or other head coverings inside the school without permission2.

2 Permission to wear a head covering inside the school may be requested by any parents, with the consent of the
student, for any reason, provided the request is for constant (not occasional) head covering and is either for a specified
time period or a permanent arrangement. Permission is normally given provided the head covering does not interfere
with the work and activities of either the student concerned or other students.
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Rules for students using the outside play areas are given in Annex 5 to this Handbook.

6.2 Rules for Staff & Service contractors

Staff & Service Contractors Must:

1. Role model acceptable behaviour and professionalism at all times;

2. Ensure that lessons start and finish on time and are not interrupted;

3. Ensure that students know and understand their homework tasks and that they are marked
effectively;

Staff & Service Contractors Must Not:

1. Use mobile phones in class to make or receive phone calls or for any social networking in class, or
misuse internet access;

2. Chew gum when with students;

3. Smoke at school or on school trips;

4. Have alcohol at school or on school trips;

5. Comment on any student, teacher or parent in any negative way while other students are present;

6. Wear hats, caps or other head coverings inside the school.

7. Pick up any students except as part of normal class responsibilities or in case of emergency. Staff &
service contractors should not pick up, swing around, carry, or throw students as there is significant
risk for injury.

6.3 Behaviour Guidelines

All staff & service contractors and students must act with respect, responsibility and kindness in their

interactions at the school.

1. In class, make it easy for everyone to learn and for the teacher to teach

This includes:

● Arrive on time for school in the morning and for each class;
● Be properly equipped with stationery and textbooks;
● Be respectful and kind, listen to the contributions of others and do not talk over them or ridicule

their ideas;
● Be helpful when required;
● Ensure order at the beginning and end of the lesson to start and finish with all the information you

need;
● Be responsible, complete all work on time and to a high standard. Use all the resources you can to

help you, including online and library resources. Consult with teachers to help as well;
● Be courageous, leave your comfort zone to extend your learning;
● Develop effective study habits and do the best you can do in every subject.

2. Move calmly around school

This includes:

● Don't push other people;
● Don’t run in corridors or on the stairs;
● Wait patiently in queues;
● Keep to the right side on the stairs;
● Stand back to let people pass.

3. Speak politely to everyone and be kind
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This includes:

● Stay silent when others are speaking;
● Never use bad language or shout or tease or verbally abuse;
● Always use language that shows gratitude and respect (please, thank you and excuse me);
● Never hit or hurt or bully;
● Never behave in an uncaring manner, especially to those younger than yourself.

4. Keep the premises tidy

This includes:

● Put all litter in bins;
● Keep the cafeteria tidy, cleaning up after yourself;
● Do not deface school property, including books and desks.

5. Behave Safely

This includes:

● Do not climb on buildings or walls;
● Do not throw things out of windows;
● Do not tamper with fire extinguishers;
● Be aware of others around you and modify your behaviour to keep both yourself and others safe;
● Follow instructions when using specialist equipment in science labs and the art room.

6. Dress appropriately

This includes:

● Dress in a way that does not cause offence or distract other people;
● Wear clothes that are appropriate for your expected role in the school at the time including PE, class

field trips and to suit the weather;
● Clothing and other possessions must not have visible slogans or words which are racist, sexist,

religious, nationalist, or may in any other way cause offence to other students or staff & service
contractors;

● Ensure that your clothing and personal presentation contribute to the positive image of the school.

If you are concerned about the attire of any staff or student member, the matter should be raised with

any member of the Management Board. Their joint decision on appropriate attire is final.

7. Do not bring inappropriate things to School

This includes:

● Do not bring expensive toys or games or any toy guns or weapons;
● Do not bring weapon-like toys or facsimiles as the school discourages images and artefacts depicting

violence towards others;
● Do not bring anything else which is likely to be distracting or dangerous.

Please note that the school takes no responsibility for any toys or other possessions brought into school by

staff & service contractors or students and any loss or damage is the responsibility of the staff & service

contractors or student concerned.

8. Be courteous at all times

This includes:

● Be courteous to all others. Every person at the school is contributing to the wellbeing of all students
and should be accorded respect for that reason. Showing gratitude (please and thank you), having a
pleasant attitude and being kind are ways of demonstrating social awareness;

● Do not eat or drink while walking around;
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● Ensure you are appropriately dressed and your clothes are clean.

9. Refrain from Public Display of Affection

We recognize that genuine feelings of affection may exist between students. However, students must limit

public displays of affection while at school or while attending a school-related activity. Being overly

affectionate may be unintentionally offensive to others. Therefore:

● Avoid intimate touching, fondling, cuddling, and kissing;
● Avoid any physical contact that may make others in close proximity uncomfortable or serves as a

distraction for them.

10. Use Social Media wisely

This includes:

This includes:

● Staff & service contractors should ensure that their social media activities remain private and do not
cause harm to the school or members of the school community;

● Staff & service contractors must not befriend students on any social media;
● Staff & service contractors must not post photographs of students on social media without approval

from the Head of Administration
● All staff & service contractors, students and parents are welcome to repost any BIS social media

posts on their own pages;
● Staff & service contractors should not publicly criticise the school on social media and should avoid

criticism of any other person, school, or of Kyrgyzstan as a country, as such comments could cause
offence and reflect negatively on the school;

● All staff & service contractors and students should follow the ICT policy on the use of social media

11. Use political and religious freedoms carefully to avoid promoting personal beliefs

As a liberal, secular, and multicultural school, BIS welcomes staff and students from all religious and political

persuasions but does not allow promotion of any political or religious views at the school. This applies to

both students and staff but is of primary importance for staff as they are in a position of authority for

students.

This includes:

● Staff & service contractors must not visibly wear or display any political, philosophical or religious
signs (including party, national, and religious emblems or clothing), in keeping with BIS status as a
liberal secular school;

● Staff & service contractors must not promote their personal political or religious beliefs at the
school via teaching resources or by their personal appearance and possessions;

● Staff & service contractors must not promote their personal political or religious beliefs when
working with students or staff & service contractors and must be balanced in treating all religious
and/or political views as equally valid, provided the views expressed do not conflict with the UN
Declaration of Human Rights or with well-established factual evidence;

● Students must not promote their personal political or religious beliefs in discussions with other
students or staff & service contractors;

● When political or religious topics are a valid subject of discussion (e.g. during History or Geography
or PSHE classes) all participants must be open to respectful discussion and judge contributions by
universal standards – such as the UN Declaration of Human Rights – not by their own personal
beliefs.

6.4 Rewards & Sanctions for Students

Rewards

Commendations
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Commendations are awarded by subject teachers or form teachers for significant effort and top-quality

work.

Galaxy Go-Getter Awards

Every week during term time, each Form class in Preschool and Primary (and specialist teachers by

agreement) award a “Galaxy Go-Getter Award” for the week. The criteria for selection are decided by the

teacher and all students will have the opportunity to be rewarded for their individual achievements.

IB Learner Profile Awards

Every week during term time, Programme Coordinators award students for being ‘Knowledgeable, Thinkers,

Inquirers (KTI)’, or ‘Caring, Principled and Reflective (CPR)’, or Balanced, Risk-takers, Open-minded,

Communicators (BROC).

Academic Awards

Academic Awards are made for significant, sustained effort and achievement in academic work. Separate

Awards are given for Preschool, Primary School, Middle School and High School at the end of each

Semester.

Service Awards

Service Awards are made for students whose service contributes to the development of their fellow

classmates, the school and the country. Separate Awards are given for Preschool, Primary School, Middle

School and High School at the end of each Semester.

Leadership Awards

Leadership Awards are made to recognise students who take leadership roles throughout the school,

helping members of the school community achieve their intellectual, sporting, and creative potential.

Separate Awards are given for Preschool, Primary School, Middle School and High School at the end of each

Semester.

Global Citizen Awards

Global Citizen Awards recognize students prepared to tackle both global and local issues through a

commitment to social justice; tolerance and diversity; good communications skills; and knowledge of global

contexts. Separate Awards are given for Preschool, Primary School, Middle School and High School at the

end of each Semester.

School Community Awards

‘School Community Awards’ MAY be awarded for either, exceptional contribution to representation and

development of the school and school community; OR for, exceptional personal development through

outstanding commitment and learning.

Sanctions

Students who engage in wilful, persistent, and disruptive behaviour that interferes with the educational

process or who engage in hostile behaviour on campus or at an off-campus school sponsored/sanctioned

activity will be subject to school discipline. This includes breaking any rules or behaviour guidelines as

described in this document.

The administration reserves the right to treat each disciplinary case on its specific merits. This section

describes the most commonly used sanctions that may be imposed as required.

Behaviour Report
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The first step towards any sanction is the Behaviour Note feature on the school system: ManageBac. The

Behaviour Note is automatically sent to the Homeroom/Form teacher to take initial action for

misdemeanours such as noisy or disrespectful behaviour, repeated forgetting of books, persistent talking in

class, minor disobedience, lateness, swearing, untidiness and the like. More serious incidents are escalated

by the Homeroom/Form teachers to the relevant section Principal, who will schedule an interview with the

student as soon as possible.

During the interview the relevant section Principal will ask questions and clarify the situation from the

point of view of the student. The school espouses a multi-tiered approach to behaviour, focusing on

addressing the causes of misbehaviour and modifying that behaviour through education and reflection.

School Community Service (SCS) and Restorative Justice (RJ) are used as a first sanction. SCS involves

students performing a task in the school that will contribute to the greater good (for example, spending

time with the Preschool Students to help them). RJ means that students will be asked to repair and restore

their relationships with adults and students through an apology. We feel that a student will understand the

impact of their misbehaviour on both the teacher and other students through this more person-centred

approach.

The Head of School may also decide on additional action which may be to:

● Write a handwritten letter of apology to the teacher concerned. The Head of School may also
require the letter to be signed by the student’s parents;

● Other appropriate action suited to the student and the situation.

Lunchtime Reflections

Lunchtime Reflections are given to students:

● Who are late for school in the morning, or to scheduled lessons, on three occasions in one week;
● As an alternative to SCS at the discretion of the relevant section Principal.

Lunchtime Reflections are given by the relevant section Principal and must be recorded on the online

Lunchtime Reflection Record, and ManageBac behaviour note.

Lunchtime Reflections normally take place on weekdays during the lunchtime break period or after school if

the need arises. Detention from 15.30-16.30 is at the discretion of any member of the Management

Boardand and parents will be informed at least 2 days in advance. Work given during detention may be to

learn aspects of the Student Handbook or it may be to complete unfinished homework or classwork, or a

specific task given by the staff or service contractor assigning the detention.

Repeated Lunchtime Reflections or Single Serious Incident

In the event of repeated referral to the relevant section Principal, or a single serious incident or breach of

school discipline, the Head of School may also issue a warning. This may be an:

● Formal warning - recorded internally and parents informed;
● Final warning - recorded internally and parents informed.

Behaviour Contract

Following persistent poor behaviour and subsequent sanctions being of little effect, the next step is a

written Behaviour Contract. It is drawn up by the relevant section Principal, containing specific targets for

the student to achieve within five days. There are transparent guidelines if the student fails to adhere to

the contract. The behaviour contract is signed by the student, their parents, form teachers and the relevant

section Principal . The contract is extended by the relevant section Principal for a further 5 days at the

end of a contract, if specific targets are not consistently met.

Internal Suspension
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A student may be internally suspended for a period of one or more days if persistent poor behaviour

continues after the termination of a behaviour contract or following a single serious incident. During this

period, the student will be expected to report to each class on their timetable to collect work from their

teacher, before completing said work in isolation and under supervision in a given location in the school.

Temporary Exclusion and Permanent Exclusion

A student may be temporarily excluded from School for a designated period of time, or excluded

permanently, at the discretion of the Management Board. Sanctions will be applied proportionally,

consistently and reasonably, taking account of any special educational needs that students have.

If a student is suspended from school for any reason, their BIS email address and learning platform access

are also suspended for the period of absence.

Mentoring

In some cases, student behaviour such as consistent lateness or lack of learning engagement or persistent

misdemeanours may lead to a ‘Mentor Agreement’ for Middle and High School students, in addition to any

required disciplinary procedure. Mentor Agreements are established by decision of the Management Board,

as advised by the relevant section Principal, and with the agreement of the student (and parents/guardians

if appropriate).

7 COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS PROCEDURES

Every student, parent, and member of staff or service contractor has the right of appeal. The appeal

procedures are given below.

7.1 Introduction

If any student or parent or guardian or staff or service contractor has a complaint for any reason, the

procedure set out here will be followed.

All concerns and complaints will be treated seriously and confidentially. Written records will be kept of all

complaints, and of whether they are resolved at the preliminary stage or proceed to a panel hearing.

Correspondence, statements and records relating to individual complaints will be kept confidential except

where a judicial body requests the information.

7.2 Informal Resolution

It is hoped that most complaints and concerns will be resolved informally and quickly.

1. Students should approach their own Form teacher, or the designated School Counsellor or relevant
section Principal, to raise any concerns they have or to appeal against any punishment they
received if they feel it is not justified.

2. Parents should approach their child’s Form Teacher in the first instance.
3. Staff & service contractors should approach their own line manager, or the HR Specialist, in the first

instance.

If complaints or appeals are not resolved via these routes, then the person consulted by the complainant

should bring the case to their own line manager in BIS. The line manager will make a written record of all

concerns and complaints raised in this way and the date on which they were received, and try to resolve the

problem.

In case of a serious complaint, a written record of the complaint and outcome will be sent by the BIS staff or

service contractors for review by the Management Board.
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If the complaint is not resolved to the satisfaction of the complainant within ten working days, the

complainant will be advised to proceed with their complaint in accordance with ‘Formal Resolution’.

7.3 Formal Resolution

If the complaint cannot be resolved on an informal basis, then the complainant should put their complaint

in writing to the Management Board. If any member of the Management Board is the subject of the

complaint, this member must not take part in any deliberation or decision regarding the complaint, in order

to avoid any conflict of interest.

The Management Board will consider the complaint together and decide on the best course of action. In

most cases, the Management Board will meet or speak to the complainant, normally within 5 working days

of receiving the complaint. If possible, a resolution will be reached at this stage.

It may be necessary for the Management Board to carry out further investigations. The Management Board

will keep written records of all meetings and interviews held in relation to the complaint. Once the

Management Board is satisfied that, so far as is practicable, all of the relevant facts have been

established, a decision will be made and the complainant will be informed of this decision in writing within

a further 5 working days. The Management Board will also give reasons for the decision.

If the complainant is still not satisfied with the decision, they should proceed to ‘Resolution by the

Complaints Panel’.

7.4 Resolution by the Complaints Panel

If the Management Board cannot resolve the complaint, then the complainant should put their complaint in

writing to the Chair of the Governing Board who will refer the complaint to a Complaints Panel established

by the Governing Board.

The Panel will consist of at least three persons not directly involved in the matters detailed in the complaint,

at least one of whom shall be independent of the school executive management. The Panel will

acknowledge the complaint and schedule a hearing to take place as soon as practicable and normally within

20 working days.

If the Panel deems it necessary, it may require that further particulars of the complaint or any related

matter be supplied in advance of the hearing. Copies of such particulars shall be supplied to all parties not

later than 5 days prior to the hearing. One other person may accompany the complainant to the hearing.

This may be a relative, teacher or friend. Legal representation will not normally be appropriate.

If possible, the Panel will resolve the complaint immediately without the need for further investigation.

Where further investigation is required, the Panel will decide how it should be carried out. After due

consideration of all facts they consider relevant, the Panel will reach a decision and may make

recommendations, which it shall complete within 15 working days of the Hearing. The Panel will make

findings and recommendations and a copy of the findings and recommendations will be sent by electronic

mail or otherwise given to the complainant and, where relevant, the person complained about. The findings

and recommendations will be available for inspection by the Chair of the Governing Board, the Chair of

Management Board and the Deputy Heads of School.

8 CURRICULUM & ACCREDITATION

BIS is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) Commission on

International Education (CIE) from November 2018. https://cie.neasc.org//

BIS is a fully authorised  International Baccalaureate, IB World School, offering the IB Diploma
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Programme, the IB Primary Years Programme and IB Middle Years Programme. The IB Diploma is a two-year

educational programme for students in Grades 11-12 that provides an internationally accepted qualification

for entry into higher education and is accepted by many universities worldwide.

The IB Primary Years Programme runs through Preschool and Primary School and the IB Middle Years

Programme is offered in Middle School. IB World Schools share a common philosophy and commitment to

high quality, challenging, international education that BIS believes is important for our students. For further

information about International Baccalaureate, see www.ibo.org. To ensure that appropriate grade level

standards, and a consistent approach, are achieved for English Language, Maths and Science in the PYP

and MYP, BIS follows:

● The Singapore Maths standards for Maths in PYP and MYP. See Standards

● The England & Wales National Curriculum standards for English in the PYP and MYP. See Standards;

● The Bell Foundation framework for English Language Acquisition. See Primary Framework,

Secondary Framework.

● The ‘Next Generation Science Standards’ (NGSS) is adapted for Science in PYP and MYP. See

Standards.

To ensure that learning is set at an appropriate level, and standards are being achieved, BIS applies:

● Regular assessments for Maths, aligned with Singapore Maths standards, from Grade 0 to Grade 8

● Regular assessments for English, aligned with the England & Wales National Curriculum standards

for English, from Grade 0 to Grade 8.

● Regular assessments for Science, aligned with NGSS, from Grade 4 to Grade 8.

Wherever possible, online externally evaluated assessments are used to ensure consistency.

BIS is also accredited as a Cambridge International School by Cambridge Assessment International

Education and currently provides the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) in

Grades 9-10. Students choose at least seven IGCSE subjects from five different groups. This provides a broad

and balanced curriculum, including two different languages, and is a good base for entry to the

International Baccalaureate Diploma programme.

The Government of the Kyrgyz Republic Ministry of Education and Science fully accredited BIS in May 2018

to deliver the national curriculum with examinations in Grade 9 and Grade 11 for the State Certificate of

Secondary Education. Education licences cover preschool, primary school and secondary school.

In addition to external qualifications for the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme, the

Cambridge IGCSE programme and Kyrgyz State Certificate of Education, BIS also awards a US equivalent

High School Diploma to graduating students, accredited by NEASC. Minimum standards to receive the High

School Diploma and the GPA system is given in Annex 9 to this Handbook.

9 TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Teachers carefully design their teaching programmes with the aim of giving children the skills, values and

knowledge that they need. In accordance with the International Baccalaureate Learner Profile we aim to

develop students who are: Inquirers; Knowledgeable; Thinkers; Communicators; Principled; Open-minded;

Caring; Risk-Takers; Balanced; and Reflective.

Teaching is based on inquiry-based learning to encourage creative thinking in asking questions about the

world around us and finding the answers to those questions.

Inquiry-based learning aims to:

● Make students actively responsible for their own learning, with the teacher as facilitator;
● Ensure that students are able to develop and demonstrate their abilities in a variety of ways,

applying a variety of methods and means to find answers;
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● Focus on the abilities of students to formulate hypotheses, design, experiment and analyse results;
● Encourage a social learning process, since children do not learn in isolation but with their peers and

facilitators such as teachers, parents and others.
● Develop good communication skills, facilitated by the frequent exchange of ideas, interactions with

others and sharing of the findings and the answers.

Teachers create curriculum maps outlining their plans for the year. These curriculum maps cover the

essential elements of the PYP, MYP, and DP programs that need to be covered and assessed throughout the

year. These curriculum maps are given to coordinators for review after the first week of school. Unit plans

are completed on ManageBac 5 school days prior to the beginning of each unit in PYP to DP and are

prepared in a collaborative setting with colleagues. Unit plans are reviewed by relevant Heads of

Departments and programme coordinators.

10 ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY

Academic honesty is an integral part of the BIS culture at all levels of the school and applies to all members

of the community, including: Governors; staff & service contractors; students and parents. Our policy is

based on two of the ten attributes of the IB Learner Profile, given in the Preface to this document,

specifically attributes #5 ‘Principled’ and #10 ‘Reflective’:

Principled: Students are honest, fair, just and full of integrity. They strive to solve their own
problems and to take responsibility for their own actions.

Reflective: Students reflect on their own learning. They are able to adjust for weaknesses and
strengths.

Learner profile attributes are equally applicable to staff & service contractors as they are to students.

Misconduct at any level of the school including plagiarism, collusion, misrepresentation and abuse of

intellectual property is treated seriously.

All High School students and their parents/guardians must read, understand, and sign the BIS Academic

Honesty Policy. All students and staff & service contractors must fully adhere to the Academic Honesty

Policy at all times.

11 HOUSES

The House System exists to promote healthy competition based on inclusion and teamwork. Various

competitions contribute to house points. Points are accumulated throughout the year to produce an overall

winning House.

BIS has three Houses for students from Primary, Middle and High school, representing ‘land’, ‘water’, and

‘air’. These Houses were formed at the start of the 2014/15 academic year and students assigned to each

house elected their house name by choosing a creature living primarily in their realm. Houses were named

‘Snow Leopards’, ‘Piranhas’, and ‘Phoenixes’. These names will be retained until such time as students in a

house decide by majority vote to rename their house as another creature living primarily in the realm of

‘land’ or ‘water’ or ‘air’ as appropriate. Students, who are already a member of one of these Houses, stay in

the House until they leave BIS, or may move between Houses only by agreement between the student and

Management Board if this is necessary to rebalance the houses. New Students are assigned to one of the

Houses in the first week of the first term. Assignment is designed to ensure that all year groups have a good

balance of students in each House and to ensure a good overall balance between Houses. If a family has

more than one child in the school, parents may request all of their children to be in one House (or in

different Houses) and this request will be accommodated if possible.
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Each member of the teaching staff & service contractors, except those on the Management Board or

Physical Education department, is assigned to a House. One of these staff or service contractors is

appointed as ‘Head of House’ to help in the organization of different competitions.

In the first two weeks of the first term, each House elects a Captain and Vice-Captains from the students in

the House

12 STUDENT COUNCIL

BIS has Student Councils for Primary, Middle and High Schools. Councils are organised and supported by a

designated teacher as ‘Student Council Facilitator’.

Each form class elects two representatives to represent them on the Student Council at the end of

September. Elections are held again in the first week of the spring and summer terms with different

students normally elected to serve for one term on the Student Council. The High School Student Council

President is elected directly by all students in High School in accordance with the Student Council

Constitution.

Student Councils can meet as often as required to discuss any issues related to BIS and to present

recommendations to BIS management. The Councils also organise school events for students such as

Valentine’s Day, Fall Festival, and many more.

13 STUDENT SUPPORT

Any students who have any problems of a personal or academic nature may approach the relevant section

Principal or the School Counsellor who will support the student to resolve the issue. Initial contact can be

made by the student themselves or as a referral by teachers or parents. The relevant section Principal

and the School Counsellor will act in a professional manner, demonstrating appropriate counselling skills

and keeping confidentiality for the student. This confidentiality will be applied if the student is not in any

personal danger and is not the subject to abuse or neglect. If this is the case, then the relevant section

Principal or School Counsellor will follow the Child Protection guidelines to ensure the student is cared for in

the correct manner. The relevant section Principal or School Counsellor will provide the student with a

variety of strategies to assist them to solve their problem and may organise a set time to speak with the

student on a regular basis. Teachers will assist with any information that will contribute to helping the

student to resolve issues as well.

14 TIMETABLE

The initial school calendar for the 2022/23 academic year is given in Annex 12. An updated version is on the

BIS website.

Teaching staff & service contractors’ hours are from 07:45 to 16:30, or as defined in individual contracts.

Form Teachers are in classrooms from 07:45. Students arrive at school between 07:30 and 08:00 and should

be in their Form Class until 08:00. Primary and Middle School students who arrive before 07:45 should wait

in the café before going to classrooms at 07:45. Formal lessons start at 08:00.

Extra-Curricular activities run every day from 15:30 to 16:30. Supervision is available until 17:30 for students

after ECAs are completed. No supervision is available after 17:30.

Timetables are established for each year group. Initial timetables and any updates are sent to staff & service

contractors, students and parents by email. The outline timetables showing break-times, drop-off time and

pick-up time is given in Annex 13.
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16 EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

BIS offers a wide range of extra-curricular activities (ECAs) both on-site and off-site. ECAs run every day from

15:30 to 16:30. ECA timetables are provided to staff & service contractors, students and parents before the

start of each term by the ECA Coordinator.

17 SCHOOL EVENTS

The following events are organised by or at the school over the year:

● Friday 25 August: Meet the Teachers
● Friday 8 September: All Parents Meeting (PAMC) – teacher participation is voluntary
● Saturday 16 September: Asia Day Festival - Open Day – teacher participation is voluntary
● Friday 22 September: Grade 4 - 12 Sports Day
● Tuesday 24 October: UN Day at BIS – school time
● Tuesday 31 October: Fall Festival/Halloween – school time (organised by student councils)
● Saturday 18 November: PAMC Friendsgiving Dinner – teacher participation is voluntary
● Saturday 25 November: BIS Annual Debate Tournament, organised by students
● Saturday 9 December: 13th Anniversary Show – all staff & service contractors are involved, as this is an

official school day
● Friday 26 January: Secondary Winter Sports Day – school time – all secondary staff & service contractors
● Friday 2 February: Primary Winter Sports Day – school time – all primary staff & service contractors
● Wednesday 14 February: Valentine’s Day – school time , organised by student councils
● Wednesday 21 February: Languages in our life’s day – school time
● Friday 1 March: STEM Fair – school time
● Saturday 2 March: BIS Model United Nations - organised by student council
● Friday 15 March: Nooruz – school time – all staff & service contractors
● Friday 19 April: Art Exhibition and Poetry Evening – evening event, teacher participation is voluntary
● Saturday 20 April: Europe Day Festival – teacher participation is voluntary
● Wednesday 8 May: Primary School Sports Day
● Saturday 18 May: BIS Got Talent (organised by PAMC) – teacher participation is voluntary
● Saturday 25 May: Africa Day Festival – teacher participation is voluntary
● Tuesday 11 June: Primary School Educational Visits Day – school day
● Thursday 13 June: All Americas BBQ – evening event, – teacher participation is voluntary

18 STUDENT ABSENCE

The Form teacher is responsible for the class register. If a student is absent without explanation, the Form

teacher or Co-teacher must request the Reception before 9:00 to contact their parents/guardian before

10.00 am and ask the reason for absence and when the student is likely to be at school. Frequent absences

must be reported in writing to the relevant section Principals who will investigate the reasons. Students are

expected to have minimum 80% attendance in any term period and 90% in an academic year. If this

minimum target is not met and there is not a good medical reason for absence, the student’s place in the

school may be revoked.

To ensure a healthy and safe environment for students, any student returning to school after illness must

provide a written note from their doctor or parent to explain the reason for absence. The Form teacher will

give the note to the school doctor, who will keep them in student files and update school records.

It is the responsibility of each member of the staff or service contractor in charge of a specific timetabled

event or extra- curricular activity to ensure that those who should attend actually do attend. Absence

without good reason of any student must be investigated and reported to the relevant section Principal.
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18 COMMUNICATIONS

BIS operates as transparently as possible with as much information as possible about the school available on

the BIS website.

A weekly newsletter – Voices - is sent by email to all parents, and to students with bis.kg email addresses, to

inform them of school activities and forthcoming events. If you are not on the Voices mailing list and you

would like to receive Voices, just send an email to info@bis.kg and ask to be added to the Voices mailing

list. Any student can be added to the list if they have an email address and want to receive Voices.

Parent-Teacher meetings are held regularly to enable parents to discuss their child’s progress with the Form

teacher or subject teachers. Dates for Parent-Teacher meetings are on the school calendar.

The Parents Association Management Committee appoints a class representative for each class, to facilitate

communication between parents in the class and between parents and the Form teacher.

19. SECURITY

This security section is copied verbatim from the BIS Health & Safety Policy. The School Bus rules are given

in Annex 8 to this Handbook.

19.1 Security of the School Site

The Head of Administration is responsible for security. Security staff is always on-site, day and night every

day of the year. All buildings are locked at night when not in use.

School gates are kept locked, except for the morning period of 7.30 to 8:30, pick-up time from 15.00 to

17.30, and for organised events for parents and children. Security guards watch the pedestrian and vehicle

entrance gates when they are unlocked. Anyone requiring access to the site outside this time will need to

ring the bell to obtain the attention of the security guard.

Security personnel follow a protocol to ensure the safety of students, staff & service contractors and visitors

to the school during the school hours of 07:30 to 17:30.

School Reception is manned continuously from 07.45 to 17.30. All visitors to the school, including parents,

must report to Reception before going elsewhere in the school. Visitors, including parents, will normally be

accompanied by a staff or service contractor after reporting to Reception.

When the school is used for events outside normal school hours, security will ensure that only BIS staff &

service contractors have access to the school building. Other individuals (students, parents etc.) are only

allowed access when accompanied by a responsible member of BIS staff or service contractor. For all events

at school outside normal school hours, the Head of Administration has the final decision on approval of the

event and must ensure that safety and security provision is at the same standard as a normal school day.

The cost of this provision should normally be included in the overall costs of the event.

Access for Parents and Visitors

Parents, suppliers, and any other visitors are not allowed into the main campus during school working hours

except by prior arrangement. Suppliers and any contract workers for repairs are arranged for outside school

hours. The only exceptions for parents are for special events, approved by the Head of Administration, with

specific invitation and individual parent sign-up.

The school has an external reception building opposite the main gate with security, reception, cashier, and

meeting room for all meetings with parents or visitors to the school.
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Vehicle Access to the ‘drop-off’ area

1. Parents and guardians of preschool and Grade 0-1 students are provided with a ‘Car Pass’ at the

start of the school year to display in the front window of the car to bring students to school. After

Car Passes are issued, no vehicles are allowed into the school ‘drop-off’ area without the Car Pass

clearly displayed during school drop-off and pick-up times.

2. Security staff may inspect any vehicle that requests access to the school premises and ask for proof

of identification. Such an inspection will include looking inside the passenger area of the vehicle and

the trunk of the vehicle.

3. Drivers of vehicles that enter the site on business must present proof of identification to the

security staff. Refusal to cooperate with the school security staff may result in the prevention of

access to the site.

Pedestrian Access to the Campus

1. The school pedestrian gates are open for student access from 07:30 until 08:30 and 15.00 to 17.30

and for organised events for parents and children. The entrance is always monitored by the school

security staff.

2. The school pedestrian gates are locked between 08:30 and 15.00, and entrance is controlled by the

security guard.

3. All visitors to BIS, including parents, must report to the external reception, except when the campus

is open for prearranged events. Meetings with visitors, including parents, will normally be held in

the external reception, except in cases when a campus visit is essential and is approved by the Head

of Administration. Visitors will normally be accompanied by a staff member or service contractor

after reporting to Reception.

4. Visitors to the school campus should wear a visitor’s badge given to them by the security officer on

duty after they have signed the visitor’s book.

5. The visitor badge will be collected by the security officer when the visitor signs the visitor’s book at

the time of exiting the school campus.

Preschool Student entry

Student entry to the Preschool is via the entrance to the Creative Art Centre. Preschool students are met by

Preschool teachers at the Preschool entrance. Parents whose children do not easily adapt to school are

allowed into the Preschool outdoor play area during morning arrival to support their child transition during

the first few days of school. Parents are not allowed into the Preschool building, except by invitation from

the Head of Preschool, and must leave the Preschool play area before 9:00 am each day, to allow children

out to play.

19.2 Security of Children On-Site

Preschool Children arrival, supervision and collection

1. Preschool children must be accompanied by their parent/guardian to the Preschool reception gate,

and handed over to one of the Preschool teachers or assistant teachers.

2. All children will be recorded as ‘in-school’ in the class register each day they arrive in school. Any

absences will be investigated.

3. Preschool children must be observed by one of the Preschool teachers or assistant teachers at all

times during the school day. Under no circumstances should one of the Preschool children be out

of sight of a Preschool teacher or assistant-teacher at any time.

4. Preschool children must be collected from the Preschool reception area by their parent/guardian.

5. Each day a designated Preschool teacher and assistant teacher is responsible for handover to
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parents/guardians and to provide information to parents/guardians about the child’s day in

Preschool.

6. Children will only be handed over to those parents/guardians who are registered with the school.

The Preschool will keep a register of names with photographs of registered parents/guardians to

ensure that this policy is always effective.

School Children arrival and collection (Grade 0 and up)

1. Parents/guardians are responsible for the safe arrival of students up to the point of passing the

pedestrian entrance beside the security cabin between 7.30 and 8.00 am, or until boarding a

school bus.

2. Students arriving on-time should normally go directly to their own classroom on arrival at school,

except Primary School students arriving before 7:45 who should stay in the cafe until 7:45, then to

their own classroom. From 7:45 to 8.00, students will be registered as ‘in-school’ in the class

register. Any absences will be investigated. Students arriving after 8:00 must report to the internal

Reception before joining their class.

3. If students are collected from school during the school day, the parent/guardian collecting the

student must go to the external Reception. Reception will organise the collection of the student

from the school gate, and record the absence in the school register.

4. Students in Grades 0-5 must be collected from the school by their parent/guardian or designated

driver. The class teacher and co-teacher are jointly responsible for safe handover of children to

their parent/guardian or designated driver. When children are in ECA activities before leaving

school, the ECA teacher/supervisor is responsible for safe handover of children to their

parent/guardian or designated driver. This rule is waived if parents or guardians give advance

written notice to the school that the child will leave the school by themselves, in which case these

children will be allowed to leave by themselves.

5. Grade 0-5 students will only be handed over to those parents/guardians who are registered with

the school. The school will keep a register of names with photographs of registered

parents/guardians to ensure that this policy is always effective. If a parent/guardian requires the

child to be picked up by a different parent/guardian or driver on any day, the parent/guardian of

the child must inform the school in advance. This rule is waived if parents or guardians give

advance written notice to the school that the child will leave the school by themselves, in which

case these children will be allowed to leave by themselves.

6. Middle and High School students are themselves responsible for meeting parents/guardians or

drivers or finding their own route home. If any of these students are not being met by a

parent/guardian or designated driver, the parent/guardian must give advance notice to the school

that the student will leave the school by themselves, or they will not be allowed to leave.

7. Students from Grade 6-10 who are not participating in ECAs should not leave the campus for any

reason, unless they are going home or another agreed destination from which they will not return

to school until the following morning. Students should not leave to go to shops or to buy snacks to

bring back onto the campus. If students are not participating in ECAs, the following supervision

arrangements should be in place between 15:30 and 16:30:

a. Grades 6-8: Students should go to the library where they can read or complete work, supervised

by staff or service contractor. They are not allowed to leave the campus at this time, unless they

are going home or another agreed destination from which they will not return to school until the

following morning.

b. Grades 9-10: Students can be on campus and be in the outside areas without staff & service

contractor’s supervision (although staff & service contractors present in these areas have a duty
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to oversee and report any incidents). They are not allowed to leave the campus at this time,

unless they are going home or another agreed destination from which they will not return to

school until the following morning.

c. Grades 11-12: Students are allowed to leave and return to campus at this time.

Student transfer to/from the ‘Creative Arts Centre’

1. The Creative Arts Centre is opposite the main campus gate. This centre has its own security guards

and controls and access is controlled in the same way as on the main campus.

2. No Preschool or Grades 0-3 classes will take place in the CAC.

3. For Grades 4-5, no classes will be timetabled in the CAC at times when cars are parked around the

school for drop-off and pick-up (i.e., no classes in the CAC before 8:45 or after 15:00)

4. For Grades 4-5, all timetabled classes will be led by both the Homeroom Teacher and the

Co-Teacher to the campus gate, which will be opened by security, and led safely across to the CAC,

with the CAC gate opened by security, and into the designated CAC classroom. One teacher will

lead the class and one teacher will follow the class to ensure safety of transfer. The Homeroom and

Co-teacher will collect their class from the CAC with the same procedure in reverse to return to the

main campus.

5. For Grades 6-10, students going to the CAC will report to the security cabin on the main campus,

and the guard will radio the CAC guard to open the CAC gate, at the same time that the main

campus pedestrian gate is opened for student exit. Both guards will visually check that students are

safe and only go to/from the CAC, and do not leave the school. This route is also under constant

video surveillance for security purposes.

6. Grades 11-12 have flexible attendance at school, with a requirement to attend when they have

lessons or meetings, hence they may leave the main campus to go to the CAC or to leave the

school at any time.

Video surveillance in and around the campus

1. BIS has multiple video cameras both inside and around the campus providing 24 hr surveillance to

protect the safety of students and staff or service contractors at school.

2. Security guards continually monitor all of the cameras covering access points to the campus. Other

cameras are not continuously monitored by staff or service contractors, but are used to review any

reported incidents to better understand what happened, and only reviewed by the Head of

Administration or their nominee.

3. Most cameras are placed in corridors or cover independent play areas or doorways. One camera is

in the hand wash area of the bathroom behind the E-Centre that has shared staff and Grade 10

-12 student use, to protect both students and staff. The mixed use student bathroom on the 2nd

floor, and the boys’ bathrooms on both the 2nd and 3rd floor, also have a camera in the hand wash

areas to maintain student discipline in these unsupervised areas. These cameras are clearly

notified to students and are not monitored, except in case of a reported incident.

4. Recordings from security cameras cannot be used to find items that have been lost or misplaced at

school, except in cases of clear theft of valuable items when the date, time and location of the

incident is known.

19.3 Control of Vehicles On-Site

Control of vehicles is of paramount importance on the School site. The following rules must be observed at

all times:
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1. Speed must be kept to a minimum.

2. Care to be exercised as there are students around at all times.

3. Parking must be in designated areas.

4. On any day that school is open for students, school staff & service contractors must park their own

vehicles on a public road at least 100 metres away from the school to avoid blocking roads near the

school or the parking area used for student drop-off.

5. Cars parked at school should be locked for security reasons and any loss of property is not the

responsibility of the school.

6. Any vehicle that is parked on school property must have its engine switched off, even if the driver is

sitting in the car, to reduce air pollution.

7. Any damage to a vehicle or accident on the school property should be reported to the Health &

Safety Officer immediately.

8. Drivers entering the school must follow instructions given by the school security.

20 AIR QUALITY INSIDE & OUTSIDE

This section is copied verbatim from the BIS Health & Safety Policy.

Bishkek normally has reasonable air quality during spring, summer and autumn but sometimes has poor air

quality during the winter heating season. In winter, cold still air over Bishkek traps pollution in the city,

mainly from burning coal for heating (both the power station and private homes) and electric power (coal

power station) and from vehicle combustion engines.

Air Quality Monitors

BIS has air quality monitors inside in the primary library, outside in the playground and a third censor close

to the official air quality monitoring station at the US Embassy. The US Embassy data is available here:

https://www.airnow.gov/international/us-embassies-and-consulates/#Kyrgyzstan$Bishkek PurpleAir data

from BIS sensors is here: https://www.purpleair.com/map#10.97/42.8451/74.6335 To see the inside library

reading, click the ‘outside sensors’ in the bottom left box to only see the inside sensor in the library. BIS also

has a mobile air quality monitor which is used to check air quality in all areas of the school.

Inside Air Quality

All air intake fans have particle filters which are replaced every 6 months (or more often if required), to

ensure clean air intake into the school. Air leakage is minimised by sealing gaps and by windows and doors

being closed during winter months. Windows may only be opened if outside air quality is good, and both

heating and air purifiers are off.

Air purifiers are in every room and in common areas. All air purifiers may be on during the school day when

the outside air quality reading on the PurpleAir monitor in the playground (AQandU conversion) is over 50

PM2.5 AQI (Air Quality Index). Air purifiers are managed to maintain inside air quality below 50 PM2.5 AQI

during the school day. Parents can monitor this in the school library by checking the PurpleAir website

https://www.purpleair.com/map#10.97/42.8451/74.6335

Outside Air Quality and Outside Play

Real-time outside air quality (PM2.5 AQI) from the playground PurpleAir monitor is displayed on screen in

the café to guide staff & service contractors, students and parents about the suitability of outdoor exercise.
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Outdoor activity for break times and Physical Education is only allowed when the outside air quality is

suitable for the activity, as set out in the ‘Air Quality and Outside Play Guideline’ in Annex 11. In practice, BIS

does not allow any students to play outside when the AQI is above 200, and students designated as being in

‘sensitive groups’ are kept inside when the AQI is over 100.

21 OTHER ISSUES

21.1 Admissions Policy, Progression Policy and Class Allocations

The Admissions Policy is a separate document, available on the website.

Progression Policy

Students enrolled in the correct year grade, based on age on 1st September, or lower grade than normal

(based on age), will always progress to the next higher year grade each summer, except in exceptional

circumstances, as agreed between BIS management and the student’s parents/guardians, where it is clearly

in the student’s best interests to either (i) move up to a higher year grade, or (ii) repeat a year grade, based

on academic level, social maturity and physical maturity. A change in grade level may also take place at the

end of a term or semester, if in the best interests of the student.

Students enrolled in a higher year grade level than normal, based on age on 1st September, will be reviewed

at the start and end of the second Semester each year. If the student is in the lowest quartile of the class in

academic performance, BIS management will meet the student’s parents/guardians and recommend

moving down a year or repeating a year in order to support overall student wellbeing and lifetime

achievement. BIS reserves the right to not allow students to progress to the next year grade, if the student

is both not at the correct age level and in the lowest quartile of the class in academic performance.

Class Allocations

The allocation of students between homeroom and form class groups in any grade aims to provide a

reasonable balance of students in the class according to citizenship, staff, English language ability, additional

learning needs, and years already in BIS. This approach provides opportunity for personal growth by

learning to work with those who are different from us, creating a strong foundation for later success in

life. When class allocations may change for a new academic year, the appropriate Programme Coordinator

or Principal will ask all parents/guardians (whose children plan to continue to the next academic year) to

complete an individual online information sheet in advance of the new academic year to help guide the

allocation of students. This information request is to enable better understanding of any student or parental

issues related to allocations. Taking all information into account, the actual class allocation is made by the

Programme Coordinator or section Principal to achieve the reasonable balance of students as stated above.

This means that although parent/guardian requests for specific class allocation are taken into account, there

are other considerations related to inclusion which mean that parent/guardian requests cannot be

guaranteed. Final decisions on allocations are always made by the Programme Coordinator or section

Principal.

21.2 Preschool Rules

Additional rules for Preschool are given in Annex 4.

21.3 Textbook Deposit Scheme

The Textbook Deposit scheme is described in Annex 7.
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21.4 Community Interaction Agreement for Parents & Guardians

At BIS, we strive to create a safe and happy environment that promotes the wellbeing of the whole school

community. As a member of the BIS school community, we agree to act in ways which are consistent with

BIS values and expectations. The Community Interaction Agreement for Parents and Guardians is given

Annex 10. This is an integral part of the enrolment contract for each student.
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APPENDICES

ANNEX 1: ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR THE FIRST WEEK OF SCHOOL

What do students need to bring on the first day? 

Preschool students need: a set of clean clothes to keep in their locker in case of accidents, a backpack,
water bottle, hat, sunscreen, and a pair of indoor shoes, in addition to their outdoor shoes for the
playground. If the indoor shoes are not appropriate for sports (e.g. Crocs), please also bring a pair of indoor
gym shoes for dancing and gym in the hall.

Primary students need: a backpack, water bottle, cap, sunscreen, and a pair of indoor shoes, in addition to
their outdoor shoes for the playground. If the indoor shoes are not appropriate for sports (e.g. Crocs),
please also bring a pair of indoor gym shoes for dancing and gym in the hall. Students in Grade 0 and Grade
1 should bring an additional change of clothes to keep at school. Stationery is available in each class with
enough resources for all students, but students can bring their own pencil case with any stationary they
desire. Primary students are not required to bring a personal computer.

Middle & High School students need: a backpack, water bottle and pencil case (including basic stationery).
All exercise books will be provided by the school. Middle School students are not required to bring a
personal computer.

All High School students (Grades 9-12) must also bring their own laptop or tablet.

Students who have PE on the first day, should bring appropriate clothes for PE. Classes with PE on the first
day will be informed in advance.

BIS does not have a school uniform. Students should wear clothes that are appropriate for what they are
doing, including PE, class field trips and to suit the weather. Guidelines on clothing and all other rules and
guidelines are in the Parent/Guardian Handbook and in the Student Handbook, which will be sent to you
before school starts.

What happens on the first day? 

Students will gather on the outside playground from 07:45. Homeroom/Form teachers will be outside with
visible signs to collect each separate class. Staff will guide students to the relevant groups before a brief
welcome by the Head of School, followed by departure to the separate classrooms for the first two periods
before snack time. Each class will stay with their form class for the first two periods of the day to get to
know their classmates, collect stationery, be allocated a locker, and receive information about classes,
timetables, school email (where relevant) and expectations.

For Preschool children, parents will be welcomed into the Preschool outdoor play area and locker room on
the first day to help with transitions.

The Parents’ Association hosts a ‘First Day of School Coffee’ to which all parents are invited after dropping
off their children, as a chance for members of the community to get to know each other and enjoy some
refreshments.

School buses operate from Monday August 21st.

If you have not already signed up for a school bus, contact Burmakan Birnazarova bbirnazarova@bis.kg

Morning buses arrive at the school around 7:45. Afternoon buses leave at 15:20 and 16:40. Please make
clear which afternoon bus option you require.

Extra-Curricular Activities (ECA) start on Monday August 28th .

There are NO extra-curricular activities (ECAs) in the first week of school. ECA options will be sent out on
Monday 21st August, with ECAs starting on Monday 28th August. Please also note that Thursday 31st
August is a public holiday and school will not be open on that day. Normal school (including ECAs) will
resume on Friday 1st September.
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ANNEX 2: TAIGAN CULTURE
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ANNEX 3: TAIGAN GUIDELINES FOR PRIMARY STUDENTS
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ANNEX 4: PRESCHOOL RULES

These rules supplement the Parents & Guardian Handbook and are specific for Preschool.

1. Children should normally be out of nappies and potty-trained before starting Preschool. Exceptions may
be made depending on the number of children enrolled and staff resources at the time.

2. Children in Preschool 1 who stay for the afternoon have a naptime from 12:15 to 14:15 (including
changing time). Beds are normally stacked and put out on the floor for sleeping.

3. Children are not allowed to suck ‘dummies’ or ‘pacifiers’ in Preschool, except when they are in bed if
they have rest/sleep time.

4. Children must not arrive before 7.45 am and should arrive before 8.30 am to avoid disruption to
educational activities for all children.

5. Children should be collected between 15.00 and 15.30 each day except:

 For children who are always picked up earlier by agreement with the class teacher

 If Preschool 3 has an Extra-Curricular Activity with Primary and the pick-up time is 16.30

 Children that stay in school for aftercare until 16.30.

6. No outside shoes are allowed in the Preschool classrooms.

7. Parents are allowed to come into the Preschool play area with their children for their first week in
school, from their arrival until no later than 9:00.

8. If a child is disruptive to the class environment and teachers are unable to manage the child’s behaviour
to minimise disruption to other children, the child’s parents will be invited to a meeting with the class
teacher to agree on a joint approach to deal with behaviour. If disruption continues, despite additional
support, a parent may eventually be asked to remove their child from Preschool and any unused school
fee for the remainder of the term or year will be refunded.

These rules are applied consistently for all children in Preschool so that children understand expectations

and learn the routines that all children follow.
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ANNEX 5: PLAYGROUND RULES

Students will be sent out to play in all weather. However, in the case of heavy rain, break times may be

changed to indoor play at the discretion of the Deputy Head of School - Academics.

Rules:

1. Be mindful of your own personal safety at all times. Watch what is happening around you. Play

safely, especially when there are a lot of students on the playground. Take care when on tree

houses, swings, flying fox, or other equipment, using them sensibly and safely.

2. No climbing trees or walls. The trees are part of our natural environment and are to be enjoyed

and respected.

3. Don’t do anything that is a danger to someone else (pushing someone, throwing stones, fighting

etc.). Look before you throw or kick a ball, and watch for others using the same space as you.

4. Don’t play in any area which is not being supervised by a teacher.

5. If you use play equipment (balls, bats, etc.) return them to the storage area at the end of

playtime. This will ensure that there is always enough equipment for students to enjoy.

6. Leave the play area clean and tidy. We all have a responsibility to ensure that our school is clean

and in good order.

7. No going out of bounds (e.g. behind the e-centre or outside the school) without permission from

the duty teacher.

8. If a ball goes out of the school grounds, two students from Grade 8 or higher should go to the

security guard at the main gate and ask him to let them out to walk around to collect the ball,

then immediately return to the school via the main gate.

9. If you hurt yourself, tell a duty teacher. You may be asked to go to the School Doctor for

assistance.

10. Flying Fox. Only one person at a time on the platform. If you cannot get on the seat by yourself,

you cannot use the Flying Fox. No staff or high school students are allowed to use the Flying Fox

due to weight limits. Be careful to stay out of the ‘flying area’ so that you are not accidentally hit

by the person using the Flying Fox.

11. Tunnel. The tunnel should not be blocked from the inside. Ensure that students using the tunnel

can enter and exit safely.

12. Slide: Use the slide only to go down. No climbing up the slide! Wait to see that the person using

the slide has reached the bottom before you slide down.

13. Music: The instruments in the playground should be treated with care and respect.

14. Parallel bars should not be used in wet weather.

15. No pushing into queues. Take your turn and be considerate.

16. Enjoy yourself and help others to enjoy the playground.
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ANNEX 6 MOBILE DEVICE RULES

Mobile devices include any portable device that can be used for entertainment, academic, or social
purposes which may also wirelessly connect to the Internet.

1. Preschool 1 - Grade 5 students cannot use a device anywhere at school between 07:45 and
17:30 except as approved by a teacher during a lesson for learning opportunities.

2. Grade 6 - 12 students cannot use a device anywhere at school for any purpose between 07:45
and 17:30 except:
● Grade 6 - 12 students may use their device during lessons IF the teacher leading the class

has given specific permission to an individual to use their mobile device for a specific
purpose. The teacher leading the lesson has sole discretion to confiscate any mobile device
that has not been approved. Any student who disputes confiscation will receive automatic
Lunchtime Reflection.

● Grade 6 - 12 students may use their device during Study Periods ONLY in the Library and DP
Study Room to listen to music with earphones (inaudible to anyone else) in order to stop
other students distracting them. If a student needs to do online research during a study
period, they should use the laptops or computers provided in the library or their own (high
school students). If no computer is available in the library, a student must ask permission
from the librarian, or another staff member if the librarian is not available, to use their
mobile device for research and (if approved) can use their mobile device for this purpose
only.

● Grade 6 - 12 students may use their device during break time, lunchtime, and after 15:30, if
they are in the Café, outside play areas, or their designated lunchtime social areas in the
E-Centre and Annex for personal leisure activities (responsible social media use) and to
check and send personal messages (e.g. to parents). Mobile devices must not be used in
any other location during break time or lunchtime.

3. Responsible social media use refers to using social media platforms in a way that is respectful,
ethical, and mindful of one's own well-being and the well-being of others. Students should not
use social media to engage in cyberbullying, or to view or post content that is against the
school rules or illegal (offensive, discriminatory, graphic, or violent).

4. Students must not use a mobile device while walking around school at any time. Students
must be standing still or sitting still when using their device during break times and lunchtime
without blocking any evacuation routes.

5. Any time a student is using a mobile device outside of the approved locations or if using it for
an unapproved purpose in these locations, it will be confiscated. Any student who disputes
confiscation will receive automatic Lunchtime Reflection.

6. Confiscated mobile devices will be kept at Reception until the end of the day and will not be
available for any purpose before 15:15.

7. Repeat individual offenders will be given Lunchtime Reflection for a second confiscation. After
the 3rd confiscation in an academic year, the mobile device must be given to Reception at 7:45
for 5 consecutive school days, to be reclaimed after 15:15. Continued abuse will lead to a
requirement to leave their mobile device with Reception every day for the remainder of the
academic year.

8. Repeated abuse of the system by many students will lead to a full time ban on use of mobile
devices for all students.

All staff are responsible for enforcing this policy. All students must follow staff instructions in this
policy.
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ANNEX 7: TEXTBOOK DEPOSIT SCHEME

BIS temporarily provides textbooks/calculators/instruments for students to use and return to BIS at

the end of each course, with returned textbooks/calculators/instruments assigned to the next

group of students coming through the school.

This system normally works well, as most students are very responsible in looking after books and

returning them when requested, but sometimes books are missing or badly damaged. To be fair to

everyone and to make sure responsible students do not end up paying for the less responsible, we

have a ‘Textbook Deposit Scheme’ based on a standard deposit at different stages of the school.

Provided all books and instruments are returned in good condition, deposits will always be

refunded when leaving the school.

Textbook Deposit Scheme 2023/24 Academic Year

Preschool: No deposit required

Primary School: $150

MYP 1-3: $300

IGCSE: $500

Diploma: $500

The initial deposit is paid at the same time as initial tuition fees at the time of enrolment and

before starting school. No learning materials are provided to a student until the deposit is paid.

The deposit is refunded once the last textbook is returned before leaving the school. The initial

deposit will be held by the school and additional deposit required in case of lost or seriously

damaged books/instruments or when moving up to a higher level in the school, or if the overall

deposit scheme level is increased.

If a textbook or other school support material is not returned on time, the textbook deposit will be

used to purchase replacement textbooks and this amount is deducted from the deposit owed to

the parent.

Each lost or damaged book will be charged at either the standard rate of $40 per book, or (if actual

costs are higher) will be charged at the actual cost of replacement book purchase plus postage plus

customs fee plus $10 administration charge.
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ANNEX 8: SCHOOL BUS RULES

Safety Rules for Bus Drivers, Bus Supervisors and Students are given in the Health and Safety Policy.

These are additional guidelines for Bus Supervisors.

The Bus Supervisor must ensure:

1. That parents of students and students on the bus know:

- The pick-up and drop-off times when they must be ready for the bus in the morning and
parents should be ready to collect in the evening if required;

- The address of pick-up and drop-off points will also be given;

- If a child is continuously late for the school bus, the bus will not wait;

- If for some reason their child will not use the school bus, they must notify the bus
supervisor and bus coordinator in advance;

- That children in preschool can only use the bus with an accompanying parent.

2. The bus has a BIS notice in the front window.

3. In case of absence of one of the students in the morning - find out the reason and make sure
that he/she will not take the bus.

4. In case a student repeatedly comes for pick-up later than the scheduled time,

- wait 3 minutes and if there is no student, call the parents. If no-show, leave;

- send an email to parents with a request to come out on time;

- in case of persistent lateness, the bus will not wait.

5. Instruct each student about rules for the use of the bus:

- each student must be fastened in a seat belt;

- do not unfasten the seat belt until the bus stops;

- to notify the bus supervisor if they will not take the evening bus (High School).

6. Fill in the record of students, staff and parents on the bus.

7. In case of illness or other circumstances under which the bus supervisor cannot go to work,
send a general email to all admin and teachers in advance with a request for cover, (indicating
the last point where the bus ends its route) with a copy to the bus coordinator.

8. In the afternoon, collect students for the bus at either 15:30 or 16:30 as planned, and ensure
the bus leaves at 15:20 or 16:40 respectively.

9. In case any student is missing in the afternoon, find out the reason, if there were no warnings
from the student, call the parents (for Primary and MYP), then leave, as the time is also
predetermined.

10. Children in Primary must not be left alone by the road if there is no parent to meet them.
Parents should be phoned and the situation resolved safely.
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ANNEX 9: MINIMUM STANDARDS TO BE AWARDED A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

The Bishkek International School ‘High School Diploma’ is awarded to all graduating students who meet the

following minimum standards1:

1. Credits (full academic year course2) in the following subject areas3:
● English - minimum 4 credits
● Other Language – minimum 4 credits
● Mathematics – minimum 4 credits
● Science – minimum 4 credits
● Computer Science – minimum 2 credits
● Individuals & Societies – minimum 4 credits
● Creative & Elective courses (may be in the categories listed above) – minimum 4 credits

2. Physical Education program completed4

3. Community Service program completed5

4. Life Skills program completed6

5. Minimum 2.0 unweighted GPA7

Notes:
1Students transferring into BIS High School in years 2, 3, or 4 must provide documentary evidence of achieving these
standards (or the equivalent based on previous school requirements) during their high school years at another school,
and must achieve the relevant pro-rata standards in their years at BIS.
2Minimum 80% attendance in the course is required to receive a credit.

3Any individual subject group credit requirement may be reduced by one or two credits (except English), provided the

overall number of credits achieved is at least 14 credits in the first two years of High School and 10 credits in the last

two years of High School

4PE is one period a week during High School and must be completed like every other course.

5A Community Service program approved by the school must be completed in each academic year. In Grades 9 and 10,

the community service programme must be completed, as approved by the High School Principal. In Grades 11 and 12

the full Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS) programme must be completed by all students, even if not taking the IB

Diploma.

6The Life Skills curriculum is provided for one period a week in Grades 9-10 and during Form class, and during Form

Class in Grades 11-12. Minimum 80% attendance is required each year.

7GPA score is calculated by dividing total GPA points by total credits. GPA scores are rounded to one decimal place with

a 0.05 rounded up every time. The only exception if the score is 3.95 or higher and not a perfect 4.0, it is rounded to

two decimal places. GPA grade conversion table from the IB Diploma and IGCSE is shown below.

Grade Conversion Table

IGCSE GPA IB Diploma GPA
Grade IGCSE Grade DP SL or HL

A* 4.0 7 4.0
A 3.8 6 3.8
B 3.5 5 3.5
C 3.0 4 3.0
D 2.0 3 2.0
E 1.5 2 1.0
F 1.0 1 0
G 0.5 - -
U 0 - -

The valedictorian designation is determined by the highest GPA score for the last two years of High School only.
Multiple valedictorians are possible if several students earned the same top GPA after the scores have been round.
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ANNEX 10: COMMUNITY INTERACTION AGREEMENT FOR PARENTS & GUARDIANS

At BIS, we strive to create a safe and happy environment that promotes the wellbeing of the whole school

community. As a member of the BIS school community, we agree to act in ways which are consistent with

BIS values and expectations.

The school values related to behaviour, which we reflect in our interactions with others in the school

community, are that we will always be: Respectful, Responsible, Caring, Inclusive, and Committed.

As an IB World School, all members of the community also model the IB Learner Profile attributes of being:

Knowledgeable, Thinkers, Inquirers, Caring, Principled, Reflective, Balanced, Risk-Takers, Open-minded,

Communicators. The world is in constant flux but the components of the IB learner profile should equip our

students with the tools they need to face an ever-changing future. We therefore commit to acting in ways

which reflect the attributes of the Learner Profile, in order to help students develop and succeed. 

BIS creates a caring and nurturing educational environment in which all children can flourish and succeed.

The safety and security of our students is our primary concern, and the principles and practices that we

follow to achieve this are explained in our Child Protection Policy. All staff and parents should read and

understand this policy. Child abuse has no place in our community, hence our child protection policy

safeguards children from things that they cannot protect themselves from. For example:

● Physical abuse (e.g., hitting, scratching, intentional burning)

● Sexual abuse (e.g., via social media, verbal sexual abuse, physical touching, sexual acts,

pornography)

● Emotional abuse (e.g., constant criticism, threat of violence, shouting, persistent blaming)

● Peer-on-peer abuse (e.g., bullying and/or exploitation by another child)

● Neglect (e.g., failure to provide basic necessities required for child health and safety)

BIS is legally required to provide protection for children in our care, therefore BIS staff have a legal

obligation to report any suspected cases of child abuse or neglect to BIS management. BIS management is

required by law to investigate and report to the police if there is any evidence of criminal abuse or neglect.

__________

Acknowledgement of the BIS Community Interaction Agreement

I(we) have read and understood the BIS Community Interaction Agreement and I(we) understand the legal

responsibilities of Bishkek International School with regards to child protection.

As (a) parent(s) of a child at BIS, I(we) agree to work with the school to ensure my(our) child’s safety and

wellbeing, and to demonstrate the agreed behaviour values in my(our) dealings with the school community.

I(we) will also support my(our) child in following the rules and behaviour guidelines in the Student

Handbook.

Родители:  1: __________________ __________________________________ _______________
Имя Подпись Дата

Родители:  2: __________________ _______________________________
___________________

Имя Подпись Дата
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ANNEX 11: AIR QUALITY & OUTSIDE PLAY GUIDELINE
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ANNEX 12: ACADEMIC YEAR 2023/2024 CALENDAR
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ANNEX 13: OUTLINE TIMETABLE

Middle & High School
Periods Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Period 1

08:00-08:45
     

Period 2
08:45-09:30

     

Break
09:30-09:45

     

Period 3
09:45-10:30

     

Period 4
10:35-11:20

     

Period 5
11:20-12:05

     

Period 6
Lunch break
12:05 -12:50

     

Period 7
12:50-13:35

     

Period 8
13:40-14:25

     

Period 9
14:30-15:15

     

Break
15:15-15:30

     

ECAs 15:30-16:30      
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Primary School
Periods Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Period 1

08:00-08:45
     

Period 2
08:45-09:15

     

Break 09:15-09:40      
Kyrgyz language

09:40-9:55
Period 3

09:55-10:35
     

Period 4
10:35-11:20

     

Period 5
11:20-12:05

     

Period 6
12:05-12:50

Grade 0-1: Lunch and break
Grade 2-5 Lesson

Period 7
12:50-13:35

Grade 0-1: Lesson
Grade 2-5 Lunch and break

Period 8
13:40-14:25

     

Period 9
14:30-15:05

     

Break 15:05-15:30      
ECAs 15:30-16:30      
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Pre-school
Periods Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Arrival

07:45-08:00
Period 1

08:00-08:45
     

Period 2
08:45-09:00

     

Break 09:00-09:30
Period 3

09:30-09:45
     

Period 4
09:45-10:10

     

Period 5
10:10-10:35

     

Period 6
10:35-11:20

     

Period 7
11:20-11:40

Break 11:40-12:10
Preschool lunch

Period 8
reading lesson to

sleep
12:10-12:30

Period 9
Sleep/outside play

12:30-13:40
Period 10

13:40-14:25
Break 14:25-14:55

Period 10
ECAs 14:55-15:30
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